
Classic Sitcoms Hour Bonus

Part I. Classic Sitcom Themes
Use the audio file provided to identify the following 20 sitcoms by their theme songs.

Audio Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bK86QmamwjD0X9l7QCVc5ye3WYZJSPKA/view?usp=sharing

Part II. Classic Sitcom Sets
Identify the sitcom which used each of the following set pieces.

21. 22.

23. 24.

25. 26.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bK86QmamwjD0X9l7QCVc5ye3WYZJSPKA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bK86QmamwjD0X9l7QCVc5ye3WYZJSPKA/view?usp=sharing


27. 28.

29. 30.



Part III. Classic Sitcom Family Portraits
Identify the sitcom based on the portrait of the central family.

31.
32.

33. 34.

35.
36.



37.

38.

39. 40.

Part IV. Classic Sitcom General Knowledge
Answer the following trivia questions about classic sitcoms.

41. Which 1960s sitcom star from the Beverly Hillbillies later portrayed the role of Grandma
Berthe in the original Broadway cast of Pippin?

42. In Get Smart, secret Agent 86, also known as Maxwell Smart, was best known for wearing
what “modern” technological gadget?

43. All in the Family was popular in its day. So popular that it inspired a tv universe which
included 7(!) spinoff shows, including spinoffs of spinoffs. Please name 3 of these spinoff

shows.

44. The character Carl Fredrickson in Pixar’s Up was played by this curmudgeonly character
actor, best known for his role on the Mary Tyler Moore show, who passed away in 2021.

45. M*A*S*H ran for 11 years, from 1972 to 1983. The cast of characters constantly evolved
over the show’s 11 seasons, but one character appeared in every single episode. What
character was it, and who played them?



46. As far back as the 1950s, some sitcoms have famously been sponsored by commercial
brands. I Love Lucy was originally sponsored by a tobacco company. What company
was it?

47. Blanche Devereaux, played by Rue McClanahan in the iconic sitcom Golden Girls, was
named after which classic literary character in the Southern Gothic genre.

48. In the Honeymooners, Art Carney famously played Jackie Gleeson’s best friend. His
character also happened to share a name with what modern Hollywood star?

49. The Odd Couple has been produced in many forms, including a 1968 movie and a sitcom
which aired from 1970-1975. Each of these adaptations is based on a 1965 play of the
same name, written by this famous American playwright.

50. That 70s Show focused on a group of teenage friends living in Wisconsin. Off set though,
two of these friends became real life lovers and eventually married. Who are those two
actors?


